
Kwik Kopy Perth CBD  
Customer Testimonials

What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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I told Malcolm that I needed new business cards on a Wednesday afternoon and, even though 
I did not have the proper original art, on Thursday morning I had them printed in my hands, 
amazing!

 Will Dias - Project Manager

10/03/2020Great service from Malcolm

The staff at Kwik Kopy were very quick to respond to my questions and guide me in achieving 
the desired outcomes for our vouchers. The turn around from inquiry to printing was very quick. 
Exceeded my expectations.

 Awaken Chiropractic 

10/03/2020Quick turn around and great advice

Quick Copy produced our booklet - and delivered ahead of deadline We wont hesitate to engage 
them again .

 Cath C - Apac Marketing Manager

10/03/2020Marketing - collateral

Kwik Kopy Perth CBD

We engaged Malcolm from Kwik Kopy and him and his team were able to design 
incredible signage for our new office space. We are very satisfied with the 
outcomes. 

 MJfrichot - Head Of People, Strategy And Bd

9/03/2020Great Service and Quality Outputs“ ”
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Kwik Kopy is very quick to respond back to me and his pricing is always very competitive. The 
quality of the work produced was great.

 Fiona6776 - Office Manager

11/02/2020Kwik Kopy is great to deal with.

Love working with Malcolm.  On time delivery and quality products.

 Paizan - Director

10/02/2020Malcolm is great

I found Kwik Kopy to be friendly efficient and reliable.

 Mand - Director

14/01/2020Friendly and reliable

Phil Mofflin did a great job in helping us out with a simple business card request.

 Kwik Kopy Perth CBD Customer - Digital Marketing Manager

15/01/2020
Great help. Went above and beyond to help us 
out
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I got new business Cards from Kwik Kopy. Due to a change in company name/ branding. The cards 
were produced, and delivered faster than I could have expected.

 AlexCEO - CEO

15/01/2020Fast, cost effective, great

We use Kwik Kopy for our training manuals when we are travelling the country delivering 
training. Their reliability and quality never disappoints.

 DanHarris - Client Executive / Trainer

14/01/2020Fast, reliable service

I have had a long relationship with Matt for the last 10 years. Anywhere he goes, 
I also send my printing needs to him.A1

  
Carrie74 - Gm Of Operations WA Clg

16/12/2019Love the team at Kwik Kopy Perth

Phil has been assisting me with many last minute print projects recently, he is super quick to 
respond to my quote requests, the prices are really competitive and the client has been very 
happy with the print quality. Thanks Phil!

 Jess_DLO - Account Manager

16/12/2019Super fast and friendly communication

“ ”
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We used Kwik Kopy to print our wedding ceremony brochures and name cards- the response was 
prompt and quality was great, and price was very fair. Would happily go there again.

 Richard L - Management Consultant

12/12/2019
Great service and price- hard to find these 
days!

Matt and the team always look after me. They add that personal touch like hand delivering my 
prints to my office. They are always so helpful with ideas and ways of achieving my clients vision 
within their budget. I always recommend them to my clients who are looking for a printer.

 CarlyM - Event Staging Manager

14/12/2019Great, personalised service!

Easy to deal with - followed the brief! Thanks Matt and team for helping me out!

 Leoniethelmalouise - Director

8/10/2019Great staff!

One of our consultants required business cards urgently after running out at a local conference. 
The team at Kwik Kopy In Perth were extremely accommodating and delivered an exceptional 
turn around time -  very impressed!

 Jbeau - Social Media / Content Executive

8/10/2019Business Cards - Quick Turn Around
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I have been using Kwik Kopy for years and have always received great service and products

 SugarSmith - Director

10/09/2019Great Service

I visited Kwik Copy one month ago for business cards and was very happy with the cost and 
result. Great quality card, love the stock and print. Thanks Kwik Copy!

 Jazzy - Principal

10/09/2019Top Product!

Had an excellent experience dealing with the Kwik Kopy team on our business cards. Very 
responsive, they turned around proofs and finished product really quickly. Communication was 
good.

 Evanfosterufg - Brand Leader

15/08/2019Quick turnaround, very responsive

Matt S is amazing, customer focused, able to accommodate a quick turnaround and made sure to 
print to exact specifications, even bringing over samples for us to review before the full print run. 
They were competitive on cost and print quality exceeded expectations. It has been a pleasure to 
use Kwik Kopy Perth for developing our merchandise for a recent project.

 Alison_n - Not Applicable

14/08/2019
Customer focused, completive on cost and 
quick
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I recently needed some award certificates printed and laminated on a tight deadline due to travel 
constraints. The team at Kwik Kopy turned it around quickly and I was able to pick up some good 
looking certificates.

 Kirk - Partner

14/08/2019Great service and professional product

From initial inquiry to product printing to delivery, this company is the most reliable. They get 
back to you immediately, send proofs, follow up, ensure you’re happy, print so quickly and have 
it delivered to you right away. Our company uses them for everything now as they are so reliable 
and they seem to really appreciate our business.

 Jacki27 - Business Development Executive

30/07/2019Definitely Kwik!!!

I was happy with the service Kwik Kopy gave. I would definitely recommend them. Look forward 
to future working relationship.

 Singh - Proprietor

10/07/2019great service, happy with it!

We used Kwik Koby for some coloured printing of invitations that we needed in a short turn 
around time of a day. Kwik Kopy did an amazing job and we collected the printing the same day. 
Phil Mofflin was awesome and went above and beyond to help us get this job completed. Thank 
you, we will use Perth CBD Kwik Kopy again.

 Samantha Chapman - Office Manager

10/07/2019Great work and quick turnaround
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We order from Kwik Kopy on Adelaide Tce often, and every step of our ordering process is 
fantastic. All work received is of the highest quality, and the customer service from Matt, Phil 
and the team is top notch. Even with same-day deadlines, the Kwik Kopy team have always met 
and exceeded our needs and expectations. Worth every cent. Cheers guys.

 Kwik Kopy Perth CBD Customer - Marketing Manager

10/07/2019Top quality, every time.

I have now used Kwik Copy for 3 printing jobs and have been highly satisfied with each job.

 Louise90 - Celebrant

18/06/2019My first choice for printing

Every time I use Kwik Kopy Perth CBD, they have always replied promptly, provided a great 
product and exceptional turn-around time. Gold Star Service

 LyndaM - Project Administration

14/06/2019Excellent service!

Matt from your CBD branch always goes above and beyond for us. He even picked up that we 
forgot to add the letterhead to our recent report we had printed.

 Bec Cera - Personal Assistant

12/06/2019Matt always goes above and beyond for us!
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Thanks Kwik Kopy for always meeting our requirements, even last minute ones :)

 KristyGD - Training & Development Associate

12/06/2019Great Service

Kwik Kopy always look after my printing needs with competitive pricing and lightning turn 
around.

 DVGMelville - Marketing Manager

12/06/2019Always excellent

Very happy with the services from Kwik Kopy. Business cards and flyer turned out excellent. Fast 
response time, fair price and the option to have our materials delivered straight to the office was 
greatly appreciated.

 Tans26 - Marketing Assistant

12/06/2019Excellent. Would use services again

Been using KK Perth for a couple of months whilst we were setting up our office. I love good old 
fashioned service.

 MikeB - CEO

12/06/2019Loving the personal service and advice
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Huge thanks to Matt and the Perth CBD KK team - as usual I needed a product turned around 
super quickly and on top quality. It was no trouble for the team and they were so friendly and 
efficient. A seamless customer experience. Thank you!!

 Natalia - Senior Manager, Communications

14/05/2019Awesome customer experience

we updated our cards and letterheads.  Very patient with our requests for different versions and 
alterations, great result

 PS Legal 

14/05/2019Great service!

great product design as always. My only difficulty was:1) dealing with multiple people2) lengthy 
wait time.

 Perthwildcatssuck - CEO

14/05/2019kwik Kopy

Kwik Kopy always get back to me same day on any enquiry or order I submit, they 
have the fastest turn around and will even personally deliver my printing to me 
that day in their own time, they go above and beyond in terms of service and the 
quality they deliver is amazing and high standard every time - no matter the job 
big or small it’s always important and treated the same. 

 Emcam - Events & Marketing Manager

10/04/2019Fast, reliable and personal service!“ ”
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Mat is always a professional and willing to assist and guide on what is best for us.

 Janet - Executive Assistant

10/04/2019Great service and support

Very professional and prompt service would highly recommend

 Karen Perth - Delivery Co-Ordinator

10/04/2019Fantastic Service

We’ve engaged Kwik Kopy Perth CBD to design and produce a range of marketing collateral for 
our business, from email and hardcopy flyers to A-frame signage. We’re really impressed with the 
quality and turnaround, and the price is very competitive.

 JohnDavies 

10/04/2019Excellent quality and turnaround.

Used this store many times, always great friendly service and turn around times. Helped me with 
same day turn printing when I got onsite at event and needed signage asap. Thanks and see you 
soon

 Brittany - Event Manager

10/04/2019Great service and speedy turn around
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We needed new business cards, and new designs for them.  Very happy with the finished result.

 Janet and David - Principal

13/03/2019Fast, professional and friendly service!

I would highly recommend Kwik Kopy to anyone, excellent service and they are fast and the 
product is on point and great priced.

 Becky Fordham - Administration / Accounts Assistant

13/03/2019Excellent service and Fast

We regularly use Kwik Kopy Perth CBD, and they always provide a fast efficient service.

 Lisa R - Office Manager

13/02/2019Fast Efficient Service

We ordered a massive print job through the team at Kwik Kopy Perth CBD and was stunned 
with their amazing capabilities when it came to printing. They delivered us a job was went way 
beyond our expectations, under budget and before due date. I would definitely recommend!

 TomB 

13/02/2019Such a cool print shop
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We recently moved offices and required new business cards. Matt and Irene where super helpful 
with giving us different design ideas and once we finalised the details, Matt delivered the cards 
within a week. They are awesome and we’re very happy with the excellent customer service and 
quality printing as always. Thanks Team KK!!

 Kimi - Office Manager

13/02/2019New Business Cards

Kwik Kopy are very professional, and easy to deal within not a believer in always going for cheap 
prices....as cheap service usually follows....but Kwik Kopy covers great service and competitive 
pricing.

 Invictapainting - Director

16/01/2019Always easy to deal with

Quick turn around excellent quality of work and friendly service

 Mickey C - Owner

11/12/2018Excellent knowledge, service and follow-up

Kwik Kopy provides great customer service. I have contacted them a few times so far and they 
are fast in response and good in quality.

 Merzaie 

11/12/2018Great service and quick turn around
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Always assist in a timely manner with great ease and professionalism. Great to work with Matt 
and the team!

 BecSc - Sales Executive

12/11/2018Great service

Matt and the team at KwikKopy have been our go to printer in the Perth CBD for years. They are 
always reliable, get quotes to us quickly, accommodate urgent requests with a smile and the 
prices are competitive.

 CarlaJ - Marketing Manager

12/11/2018Efficient and cost effective

I always receive a prompt response from the team at Kwik Kopy, Perth CBD and their turnaround 
time is so quick!!

 Marielle - Events & Membership Officer

12/11/2018Superb service every time!

Last month with short notice kwikkopy East Perth managed to deliver some special marketing 
material for an event that really left an impression on participants

 Jackal 

9/10/2018Promotional material
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My organisation contacted Kwik Kopy Perth CBD to help us pack conference bags and provide 
some printing for us. The process was really smooth and the bags turn out great. We also 
requested a lot of last minute printing before our conference and they delivered everything on 
time and to our satisfaction.

 Heidi - Marketing And Communications Office

9/10/2018Great service

Kwik Kopy were able to assist with court documents that were required in a tight timeframe. 
They were honest, fast and reliable.

 SusanG 

8/10/2018Fast and Reliable

We have spoken to Phil a number of times and he has always been really helpful with urgent 
print tasks we have had. Recently we needed prints of a document they had done for us in the 
past to be done in Sydney for an event. Despite being away on sick leave Phil made it happen to 
ensure our printing as at the venue for the event with a small amount of notice.

 Bkwilson - Manager - Corporate Services

9/10/2018Friendly and fast help with our printing needs.

Always use Kwik Kopy for all our printing requirements. Speedy service and turnaround. Thank 
you!

 Susieq8 - Sales & Marketing Assistant

9/10/2018Speedy printing
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I met with Anthony from Kwik Kopy who went through all my options, told me what he needed 
from me and then provided a proof which needed tweaking at first but was exactly what I 
wanted after that and gave me a very competitive price.

 Topper32 - Managing Director

13/09/2018Business Cards

We were on a very tight deadline and had to produce a booklet in a hurry. 
Kwik Kopy were very accommodating and provided a mock-up sample and the 
required booklets in record time. We will definitely be using them in future for 
our printing needs. 

 Jane B - Adviser Services Officer

10/09/2018Speedy Service and Extremely Helpful

We have been very happy with the level of professional service and communication with Kwik 
Kopy Perth. No job for them is too big or too small and quite often we are on strict timeframes 
with getting print jobs out. This is never an issue for Matt and his team. We would not hesitate 
to recommend Kwik Kopy Perth.

 Vanessa23 - Office Support

15/08/2018Timely service

I visited Kwik Kopy and was greeted with polite service.

 Assetivity Pty Ltd - Training Coordinator

14/08/2018Great service, prompt completion of printing.

“ ”
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I have been in touch with Hayleigh and Matt for urgent print orders from interstate. Although I 
was unable to see the final products, Hayleigh and Matt has been very helpful and prompt and it 
made things easy. The lady whom answered my calls was also very courteous. Highly commend 
the team.

 Mlim - Marketing Coordinator

14/08/2018
Great Customer Service says an Interstate 
Customer

I email KK and had my product within days even though it was a bit outside the box

 Ftcfa - Managing Director

14/08/2018Great Service and quick production

We had business cards printed through Kwik Kopy. The staff were very helpful and the cards were 
of a great standard.

 KateD - Executive Assistant

14/08/2018Great service and quick delivery

I knew what I  wanted to achieve but I didn’t know how to make my idea into a reality. I spoke 
to the team at Kwik Kopy who came up with the ideas of what mediums to use, size to get my 
vision to a reality. They sent me concept samples to help me visualise what I was trying to do. In 
the end a great product was delivered on time and budget, turning out exactly how I envied.

 Bargey - Senior She Advisor

14/08/2018Great solutions to my ideas
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I use Kwik Kopy on a regular basis through work and Matt Simeon is always extremely helpful 
and provides efficient service.

 Jaydon Heerema - Accountant

14/08/2018Great Service and extremely helpful staff

ordered honour boards and the end product was excellent

 Jackie - Office Manager

16/07/2018Great service

I have used KwikKopy for the printing of corporate posters and board packs, at times 
with very tight deadlines. No matter what the request, or how many questions I had, 
or how many unexpected problems we encountered along the way, Matt was always 
happy, helpful and friendly, and always answered the phone with a smile in his voice 
:). Thanks, Matt! 

 MandyWragg - Executive Assistant & Office Manage

20/07/2018Prompt Service with a Smile“ ”
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I have used Kwik Kopy on many occasions now & have always been pleased with their quick 
service! I would recommend the Perth CBD branch to all friends & family.

 Ajay - Marketing Coordinator

9/07/2018Great, quick service from friendly staff!

I always rely on Kwik Kopy for producing quality products, with a very quick turnaround time. The 
business cards are always done to the highest standard, with friendly staff to help me and cater 
to my specific needs. I wouldn’t look any where else for printing services!

 IsabelMichailides - Marketing Assistant

9/07/2018Always reliable and ‘kwik’!

We regularly use the services of KK East Perth and they constantly exceed our expectations with 
the speed and quality of the service.

 ElleM - Graduate

9/07/2018Amazing customer service every time

I phoned the Perth CBD branch at 4 in the arvo before a critical client workshop with a request 
for 4 A0 poster printouts, asking them for a quote and how long it would take. I was pleasantly 
surprised to learn I could have them by 4:45, and delivered if needs be! The staff member (Matt) 
provided solid advice on how the quality of paper would differ due to the fast printing and what 
that may mean for the end product. After a few minutes of discussion I was happy that he had 
provided me upfront, honest advice tailored to providing me with the posters ASAP instead of 
not listening and insisting on something that may delay the timeframe. The poster quality was 
fantastic (even at the cheapest option) and was tightly sealed in a waterproof case. I was even 
unable to pay by Diners Club and they were happy for me to arrange another solution so I wasn’t 
personally out of pocket and out of posters! The staff were also lovely, especially as I was there 
early in the morning. Kwik Kopy in Perth CBD is an excellent place to go to get solid advice that’s 
tailored towards your printing needs and will be using them again.

 Busy - Consultant

10/07/2018Excellent service!
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As the name would suggest, Kwik Kopy Perth has always been my go to printers for quick and 
reliable service. Even living 2000kms away from their office in Perth, their staff are easy to 
communicate with and the attention to detail is as close to perfect as you can find!

 Erika M - Sales Representative

9/07/2018Best looking printers in town!

We had a large printing job that was urgent and Matt and his team were able to get it printed 
and posted within such a quick time frame.

 Vanessa2 - Office Support

9/07/2018Excellent Service

A few months ago I had to do my first ever mail out I had never heard of mail merges letter 
folding machines or any of it and I was under a lot of stress given that I had over 3000 letters 
to organise and was in the middle of 2 other projects. My new manager said we should ask Kwik 
Kopy if they can help...... And HELP they did!! They took care of everything even posting for me. 
Matt Simeon was amazing and calm throughout the project they even had to order specific 
envelopes and still got the job done from start to finish in a day!! I cannot fault the team.

 Belinda18 - Sales Support Team Leader

28/03/2018Brilliant Service

Very satisfied with service and products from Kwik Kopy!

 Chanae - Admin

9/07/2018Kwik Kopy
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Easy, uncomplicated, and thorough Matt Simeon is great !

 Larry - Asst Service Manager

28/03/2018easy, uncomplicated, and thorough

Very helpful for a unique product request. We needed large 2A0 posters that could be written on 
by whiteboard markers and successfully wiped clean. KwikKopy came through and delivered in a 
very timely manner.

 Clarky - Analyst

28/03/2018My review

I can always rely on the team at Kwik Kopy Perth CBD for a fast efficient turnaround for any 
urgent printing jobs that I throw at them.

 JanS - Office Manager

28/03/2018Reliable Friendly Service

Kwik Kopy employees are always professional in their approach to assisting with our company 
printing requirements.

 Janet - Executive Assistant

28/03/2018Excellent Service

Had to order business cards for the entire company. order placed and cards arrived in 3 business 
days! Excellent service, well priced. Great Communication!

 Eshalia - Office Coordinator

28/03/2018Business Cards
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Love using Kwik Kopy Perth CBD, great service, staff and work is always great quality!

 EthanG - Communications Officer

28/03/2018Great Service

I always receive awesome customer service, competitive pricing and an awesome job from the 
team at Kwik Kopy Perth CBD... highly recommend them!

 Kimi - Office Manager

28/12/2017Great Customer Experience

Anthony and Penny at Kwik Kopy Perth CBD have been fantastic in guiding me through the 
process of putting together marketing collateral. The design work is top notch too.

 John2018 - Partner

24/12/2017Great design and guidance

They delivered a quality, professional looking product and were extremely amenable to any 
changes that I required.

 Anton - Podiatrist

19/12/2017Foyer Signage
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I am always happy with the service that I get from Matt Simeon. He is fast and 
always understands what we are looking for. He even goes a little further and 
makes sure we know anything new that might add value. 

 Glen - Sales

19/12/2017Great experience

From the date we ordered our items to delivery it was a fast and efficient service. Always very 
professional in the approach and advise.

 Kwik Kopy Perth CBD Customer - Practice Manager

14/12/2017Great service

They always have been there to help us. It doesn´t matter how much time we have or if 
something needs to be corrected... they always have the best attitude to help.

 DianaArenas - Marketing Assistant

14/12/2017The vest allies!

Christmas printing was quick and service was prompt.

 Customer Service - Admin Officer

14/12/2017Christmas cards

“ ”
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I chose kwik copy because of the quick turnaround needed for my latest event. the sponsors 
needed to display the new flags that Kwik Copy were supplying. The work was done on time and 
at a much reduced price than their competitors. Highly recommend Anthony Nixon to anyone 
wishing to get a top quality job done. Mosman Park Bowling Club

 Mossies - President

14/12/2017Excellent Service great value

Their services is very prompt and professional. They are available at any request time. Good follow 
up before finalizing order.

 Praba - Manager

14/12/2017Greta Service

Emailed request, had quote within 24hoirs and product within 3 days

 Becxstar - Area Manager/Director

13/12/2017Great, quick and reasonable prices

I appreciated you delivering flyers to the distribution centre on my behalf.

 Janet C - Principal

31/10/2017Great job as usual!
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I googled printing companies that were located within walking distance to our head office. Came 
across Kwik Kopy that was just down the road from us. Dropped in and met with the Sales rep 
who was friendly, helpful and very knowledgeable of the product range. We have specific printing 
requirements including small print jobs with fast turnarounds and now many printing companies 
were able to provide the service that we required. However, Kwik Kopy were extremely flexible 
and more than happy to meet our requirements. The printing was of a high professional standard 
at a competitive price. Also, the location of Kwik Kopy meant that we could just drop in to place 
an urgent order or pick up prints as required. We will be a long term customer of Kwik Kopy and 
definitely recommend it for all small businesses that may not need huge printing jobs and do not 
want to have to pay the penalty of ordering small print runs (something that a lot of printing 
companies in Perth charge).

 Susieq8 - Marketing Assistant

30/10/2017Friendly, helpful staff, flexible with print jobs!

Friendly and prompt service from Matt Simeon! Happy with the quality of their products too.

 Desh - Sales Manager

30/10/2017Friendly and prompt service

Each time I require printing, Matt and the team are always very helpful and provide professional 
service.

 Janet - EA./HR Co-Ordinator WA

30/10/2017Great Service and Products

I know that I can rely on them to deliver within the deadlines required and I never have to worry 
about the quality of the products I have ordered

 Juanie - Executive Assistant To CEO

23/10/2017super fast service and great quality
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I have been using KKPC for a coupe years I find their service prompt and professional. Special 
thanks for Matt Simon and the team!

 Integrated - Managing Director

4/09/2017Great service - Fast delivery

I was needing a job done in a short time and just over an email and a quick call, it was sorted.

 Sandra0512 - Product Manager

29/08/2017quick and easy

We recently had business cards for a new team member. The quality of the cards is superior 
to our existing cards, love the velvet laminate finish, and the colour match is perfect, the 
competitive price as also appreciated. We are very happy. Matt’s customer service was excellent. 
He insured that the colour matched our existing cards, which was a big concern. He always goes 
above and beyond to ensure we are happy with the work provided. Thank you!!!!

 Kimi - Office Manager

25/08/2017
An Awesome Customer Experience & Business 
Cards

As a long standing customer of Kwik Kopy Perth CBD, the friendly and professional team have 
looked after all of our company’s printing needs for many years from business cards, menus, 
flyers and brochures to design and advice.  Outstanding service, quality production, speedy 
turnaround and excellent value.  I cannot recommend them more highly.

 AmandaH - Sales & Marketing Director

25/08/2017
Always A Pleasure To Deal With - Faultless 
Service
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Always a very good outcome to our requests, with prompt service and follow-up

 Kwik Kopy Perth CBD Customer - Practice Manager

25/08/2017Service and products

Contacted via email and response was very quick and resulted in a good price and very happy 
with the printing.

 KayeFR - Personal Assistant

25/08/2017Efficient service

Kwik Kopy Perth CBD is my go to for corporate printing. Matt is always willing to help and goes 
out of his way to ensure ease for his customers. I recently asked for some last minute postcards 
to be printed for an event. Not only was my timeline tight, but so was my budget. Matt was 
flexible and I had the postcards delivered to me in 24 hours. I recommend Kwik Kopy to all my 
colleagues when they require printing.

 Mmcc - Change And Communications Analyst

8/08/2017
exceptional service and brilliant turn around 
time

Service was professional and business card product was excellent quality.

 Paul65 - Director

31/07/2017Good Service from Kwik Copy Perth
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Matt is always so efficient with our orders and provides fantastic quality products even when I’m 
not sure what I’m looking for.

 Sam Evans - Communications And Events Manager

31/07/2017Bankwest printing

Happy with the business cards that were printed.  Would use Kwik Kopy again for this service.

 RobynH - Receptionist

31/07/2017Business Cards

I made an enquiry, KK didn’t bore me with stories and instead gave me the information for me to 
make a decision.

 Peter Kaiser - Project Manager

31/07/2017Quick and Efficient

Inquiring different type of paper for business card, quick response with a few 
samples to compare, quite helpful to having samples so quick. 

 Orange - Office Administrator

31/07/2017
Prompt response, Quick process, great 
product“ ”
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We held a staff update for 250 staff last minute....as usual  KK Perth delivered 300 books and 10 
banners ready ahead of time.  Nothing is to hard and they have never let us down.  Kelly, Broad

 Kel B - PA

31/07/2017short turnaround

Excellent customer service , assisted and  supplied goods as required

 Kwik Kopy Perth CBD Customer - Procurement

25/07/2017COPYING

Our company always use Kwik Kopy for our printing requirements and we can rely on friendly, 
very fast and efficient response and delivery from Matt, thank you!

 Jennyd - Reception

23/07/2017Great Customer Service!

We have been using Kwik Kopy for a couple months now and have sent through about 5 jobs 
through to Peter. The quality of work we receive is always top notch and the turn around times 
that he manages to get for us are amazing. Thanks for all the assistance, glad to finally have a 
printer we can rely on.

 Ethan - Communications Officer

21/07/2017Amazing service and always reliable
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Kwik Kopy can and will do anything we order. Including matching styles even if all the 
information isn’t provide. Very helpful and thorough.

 Danib - Marketing Manager

21/07/2017Very quick turnaround

Working in a corporate where things always come up last minute, Kwik Kopy are always there the 
assist! There services and products are perfect for what we need and nothing is every to small.

 Kimmy - Manager Community Programs

21/07/2017LOVE working with Kwik Kopy!

We ask Kwik Kopy for printings regularly, and they always have the jobs done in a quick and high 
standard way! They remember regular customers’ requirements, which make our life easier.

 Lily - Marketing Consultant

21/07/2017Great service. Prompt reply. Good quality!

I contacted Kwik Kopy seeking manufacture of a flag urgently.  Our office is in remote WA.  
Peter Nieves very quickly put the quote and subsequent order together for me and the flag was 
delivered within the short time frame required.  Could not have been happier with this service.  
Thank you Peter!

 Sueb - Office Manager

21/07/2017Fantastic customer service
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I have found that any dealing that I have had with Kwik Kopy have always been very good. 
Friendly happy people and always helpful & efficient.

 Jennyd - Reception

21/07/2017Excellent service always

Thanks so much to Kwik Copy for delivering exactly what we wanted when we needed it - and 
for a great price. Couldn’t have asked for more.

 BarbaraM - Managing Director

21/07/2017Fantastic service at a great price



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.perthcbd.kwikkopy.com.au


